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Abstract
The paper investigates the problem of fitting protein
complexes into electron density maps. They are rep-
resented by high-resolution cryoEM density maps con-
verted into overlapping matrices and partly show a
structure of a complex. The general purpose is to define
positions of all proteins inside it. This problem is known
to be NP-hard, since it lays in the field of combinatorial
optimization over a set of discrete states of the complex.
We introduce quadratic programming approaches to the
problem. To find an approximate solution, we convert a
density map into an overlapping matrix, which is gener-
ally indefinite. Since the matrix is indefinite, the opti-
mization problem for the corresponding quadratic form
is non-convex. To treat non-convexity of the optimiza-
tion problem, we use different convex relaxations to find
which set of proteins minimizes the quadratic form best.
Keywords: cryoEM, electron microscopy fitting,
quadratic programming, protein structure prediction
1. Introduction
The problem of proteins fitting into cryoEM den-
sity maps of protein complexes remains important for
biophysical studies of cell processes. Some examples of
its importance can be found in [1], which presents EM-
DataBank, an online database for electron microscopy.
Two approaches to the problem are noticeable. The
first one [2] uses a genetic algorithm that discovers and
then recombines good solutions which fit the density
map. This parallel approach increases efficiency, but
the accuracy decreases with the number of components
inside the complex and the map’s resolution. The sec-
ond solution [3] uses a cryoEM map directly and uses a
set of predefined possible positions. It divides a set of
fitting variables into uncoupled subsets, solves combina-
torial optimization problems independently and finally
gather all the solutions into the global minimum. This
approach reduces the size of the problem from exponen-
tial in the number of all components to exponential in
the number of components of the largest subset. How-
ever, it is sensitive to the accuracy of the component
models and clustering into the subsets. Methods in-
vestigated in the current paper use a set of predefined
positions like in the last paper. However, the minimiza-
tion problem over a binary set is relaxed into a problem
over a continuous set. The problem is then solved with
continuous optimization methods, which are more effi-
cient that discrete ones. The solution is then rounded
to a binary one.
For continuous optimization methods, quadratic
programming approaches and a stochastic algorithm
are used in this paper. General overview of quadratic
programming, main ideas and results of convex opti-
mization are presented in [4].For our purposes, the first
idea is convex relaxation. The paper [5] is a fulfilling re-
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view of a basic methods semidefinite (SDP). The second
idea is sequential quadratic programming which finds a
local minimum of a problem [6]. The stochastic algo-
rithm is called Simulated Annealing which also finds a
local minimum of the problem [7].
Efficiency of the method is tested in two princi-
ple ways. Firstly, it is testing against artificial cryoEM
maps, which are based on a known structure of a pro-
tein. This method allows one to test efficiency at differ-
ent map resolutions and was used in [2,3,8–11]. The sec-
ond way is to use experimental density maps of protein
complexes which structure we know, e.g. in [2, 3, 9, 10].
2. Problem statement
A protein complex consists of m proteins and has N
computed spatial positions for each protein, which are
different for different proteins. To predict the structure
of the protein, we look for positions of a given set of
proteins which fit into the density map best. Introduce
correlation parameters for proteins’ density maps and
state the prediction problem formally.
Definition 1 Overlapping of two proteins’ positions is
overlapping of corresponding electron density maps.
To measure overlapping between two density maps, we
use the cross-correlation function [12], CCF:
CCF =∑
i
ρ1i ρ2i , (1)
where ρ1i and ρ2i are densities of i-th element of two
maps. Laplacian-filtered CCF (LAP) allows one to
compare matching of maps’ edges rather than the whole
volumes [12]. It can be achieved with modifying both
maps with Laplacian filter before computing the CCF.
Motivation of its usage and the filter kernel are de-
scribed in [13].
The ideas of CCF and LAP allows us to introduce
four overlapping scores. Firstly, CCF itself can be com-
puted. Then overlapping shows how incompatible are
the positions of two proteins. For example, if they are
too close or even has two atoms in a same position, the
CCF will be big. This approach is denoted as CCF,
and the goal is to minimize it.
Secondly, both maps can be filtered with the Lapla-
cian filter to find the best match of their contours. This
score is called the Contact score, and the goal is to max-
imize it.
The last two approaches imply applying the Lapla-
cian filter to only one map, hence these scores shows
how the contour of one map fits the volume of the other.
These scores are called Skin-Core and Core-Skin scores
and must be maximized to find the best match.
All scores except CCF are computed and then mul-
tiplied by −1 to write the optimization problem as the
minimization one for all four cases. These scores allows
us to introduce a matrix where each element considers
overlapping between two positions of proteins.
Definition 2 Let Q ∈ Rn×n be an overlapping matrix
that corresponds to a density map, where n = m ·N.
Eachmatrix element qab shows overlapping between i-th
and j-th components of the complex, which are in k-th
and l-th positions respectively, so a = (i− 1) ·N + k and
b= ( j− 1) ·N+ l. Overlapping between two positions of
a single protein is set to zero.
Besides relative positions of proteins, their fitting to
the density map should be considered. It means that it
is more important to fit a protein’s map to the complex’
map contour rather than its volume, because we need
to achieve the original position within the complex.
Definition 3 Relevance of a protein’s position is a
measure of quality of it’s fit into a density map’s con-
tour.
Relevance can be measured with the LAP, since it can
be used for contour matching.
With that, a relevance vector, which describes each
possible position, can be introduced.
Definition 4 Let b∈Rn be a component relevance vec-
tor. Each element ba shows relevance of i-th component
to k-th position in the complex, where a = (i− 1) ·N+k.
Further, the problem’s variable shows taken posi-
tions for each protein and is defined as following.
Definition 5 Let x ∈ {0,1}n be a binary vector that
represents the proteins positions in the complex:
xki =
{
1, if i-th protein is in the k-th position,
0, otherwise,
where a = (i− 1) ·N+ k.
The vector x is divided into m subvectors for the pro-
teins, each with length of N for possible positions.
Since the best set of positions should have mini-
mum overlapping between proteins and maximum rele-
vance between each protein and the map, formulate the
problem as a constrained binary quadratic optimization
problem. It considers the overlapping in the quadratic
term and the relevance in the linear term:
x∗ =argmin
x∈{0,1}n
(xTQx−bTx) ,
s.t. Ax = 1m,
(2)
where 1m is a vector of ones and A ∈Rm×Nm is a matrix
ensures that each protein within the complex takes a
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single position. Hence, it has the following structure:
A =


1 · · · 1 0 · · · 0 · · · 0 · · · 0
0 · · · 0 1 · · · 1 · · · 0 · · · 0
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
... · · ·
...
. . .
...
︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
0 · · · 0 ︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
0 · · · 0 · · · ︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
1 · · · 1

 . (3)
Since matrix Q is indefinite in general case, the
problem (2) is non-convex. Moreover, the problem (2)
is NP-hard. Because of that, relax integer constraints
of the problem into continuous variables. The problem
then can be solved with continuous optimization meth-
ods. The last approach will be discussed later, but re-
formulation in a continuous form can be written now as
y∗ =argmin
y∈[0,1]n
(yTQy−bTy) ,
s.t. Ay = 1m.
(4)
To define which proteins takes which place, return
to the binary vector. To do that, replace the biggest
element in each of N position subvectors by 1 and others
by 0:
i = 1, . . . ,m : xa =


1, if k = argmax
k=1,...,N
ya,
0, otherwise
for a = (i− 1) ·N + k.
2.1. Convex relaxations
Since (4) is a non-convex problem over a convex set,
it can not be solved directly with guarantees of global
minimum. However, an approximate solution can be
found with relaxing the problem into a convex one. In
the next sections spectrum shift and semidefinite relax-
ations of the problem are introduced. These approaches
help in finding an approximate solution, using solutions
of the relaxed problems.
Spectrum shift relaxation (Shift). We shift
the spectrum of matrix Q to achieve positive-
semidefiniteness and hence make the problem convex.
The corresponding transformation is
ˆQ = Q−λminI, (5)
where λmin is the smallest eigenvalue of Q and I is an
identity matrix of the size of Q. Then the problem (4)
can be rewritten with the new matrix ˆQ as
y∗ =argmin
y∈[0,1]n
(
yT ˆQy−bTy) ,
s.t. Ay = 1m.
(6)
The problem (6) can now be easily solved as a convex
on. However, this method does not guarantee the global
minimum of the initial problem (2).
Semidefinite relaxation (SDP). To introduce the
semidefinite relaxation, rewrite the problem (4) as
y∗ =argmin
y∈[0,1]n
(Tr(QY)−bTy) ,
s.t. Ay = 1m,
Y = yyT.
(7)
To get a lower bond of the solution, relax the last
constraint from equalities to inequalities, so now it is
positive semidefinite:
Y− yyT  0.
But the initial binary program implies
diag(xxT) = x.
Hence, we use an additional constraint
diag(Y) = y
to bound the problem. The relaxed problem is now
convex and can be written as
y∗ =argmin
y∈[0,1]n
(Tr(QY)−bTy) ,
s.t. Ay = 1m,
Y− yyT  0,
diag(Y) = y.
(8)
Sequential quadratic programming (SQP). The
basic ideas of sequential quadratic programming are de-
scribed in Chapter 18 of the book [6]. This approach
finds a local minimum for a non-convex problem and
implies solving a quadratic subproblem at each iter-
ation. The subproblem is a convex second-order ap-
proximation of the Lagrangian function of the (4), i.e.
it involves a positive-semidefinite approximation of the
Hessian. We use the implementation of an SQP algo-
rithm from MATLAB Optimization Toolbox [14]. The
initial point for the algorithm is obtained with solving
the linear part of the problem (4):
y∗ =argmin
y∈[0,1]n
(−bTy) ,
s.t. Ay = 1m.
(9)
In this work, the solution of the problem (9) can be
treated as an approximation that only fits the density
map, but does not consider overlapping between pro-
teins.
Simulated annealing (SA). The simulated anneal-
ing method [7] is a probabilistic global optimization
method, implemented in MATLAB Global Optimiza-
tion Toolbox [14]. This approach simulates a physical
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process of heating and then slow lowering the tempera-
ture of a material to decrease defects. At each iteration,
it generates a new point near the current one, with a
uniformly random direction and step length equals the
current temperature. If the new point is better than the
current one, the algorithm accepts it. If not, it accepts
the point with probability
P(accept xk+1) =
(
1+ exp
(
∆
Tk
))−1
, (10)
where ∆ = f (xk+1)− f (xk) for an objective function f ,
current and new points xk and xk+1 respectively and the
current temperature Tk, which changes as
Tk+1 = 0.95 ·Tk.
For this work, the method can not be directly imple-
mented for the problem (4) because it has linear con-
strains, but the method is designed for unconstrained
and bound-constrained problems. However, constraints
can be implemented as a penalty function to the objec-
tive one, so the problem is converted as
y∗ =argmin
y∈[0,1]n
(yTQy−bTy+w‖Ay− 1m‖1) , (11)
where w∈R is a penalty weight and ‖g‖1 denotes the l1-
norm of a vector g. The initial point for the algorithm is
obtained by solving (9). Moreover, since the algorithm
has two parameters, the initial temperature T0 and the
penalty weight w, the method is denoted as SA(T0,w).
2.2. Scoring functions to measure quality of
fit
As the simplest scoring function which implies
knowledge of the real structure of the protein, one can
use root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) [15]. It mea-
sures the distance δi between pairs of i-th atoms of a
protein in two positions, one in predicted position and
one in the native position. Both atoms in a pair take
the same place in a corresponding protein. With M
pairs of such atoms, it can be written as
RMSD =
√
1
M
M
∑
i=1
δ 2i . (12)
This approach helps to measure quality of other criteria
on test data, but can not be used with direct determi-
nation of an unknown structure.
Another approach is quality criteria that use only
information about the density map. For future work,
we propose two scoring functions recommended in the
paper [12]. Both of them use electron density maps of
an initial structure and one from the solution. A way to
produce a probe density map from the discrete solution
x∗ is described in [12]. It includes following steps.
1. Get the atomic structure from fitted proteins using
the discrete solution x∗.
2. Impose a 3D grid with voxel size of 1 A˚.
3. For every non-hydrogen atom increase the density
value of the nearest voxel by the atomic number of
the atom.
4. Apply the Gaussian Fourier filter to blur the map.
The recommended in [12] sigma is 0.187× resolu-
tion. The Gaussian kernel size is 2 · ⌈2σ⌉+1, where
⌈x⌉ is the smallest integer greater than or equal to
x.
5. Resample the grid using Fourier method to match
the sampling of the target map.
When the probe map is obtained, compare the origi-
nal (target) map and the probe one with the scoring
functions describing above.
For 10A˚ resolution or less the authors propose the
Laplacian-filtered cross-correlation function. The cross-
correlation function itself is described above (1). For
the LAP, modify both target and probe maps with
Laplacian filter before computing the CCF. For other
cases, the mutual information score (MI) is proposed.
The scoring function is
I (X ,Y ) = ∑
x∈X
∑
y∈Y
p(x,y) log p(x,y)
p(x)p(y)
. (13)
Here, X and Y correspond to the density values in
the probe and target maps. Functions p(x) and p(y)
are the percentage of values in maps equal to x and y.
The aligned maps are maps where elements with equal
coordinates represent one point in space. For aligned
target and probe maps, p(x,y) is percentage of elements
with value x in the probe map and y in the target one.
Because of wide range of values and noise, X and Y have
limited number of values, e.g. 20 in [12].
3. Dataset
All methods were tested on simulated maps, since it
allows one to compare the methods for different protein
complexes that are tested in the same conditions, i.e.
the same resolution of the map. The maps were gen-
erated as described below from 7 protein complexes.
Their PDB entries are 1e6v [17], 1gte [16], 1tyq [18],
1z5s [19], 2p4n [20], 4a6j [21], 4bij [22]. The map res-
olution is 10 A˚, a voxel size is 1 A˚. Map’s generation is
similar to creating a map form a solution and includes
following steps.
1. Impose a 3D grid with voxel size of 1 A˚.
2. For every non-hydrogen atom increase the density
value of the nearest voxel by the atomic number of
the atom.
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3. Apply the Gaussian Fourier filter to blur the
map. The recommended in [12] sigma is
0.187×resolution. The Gaussian kernel size is
2 · ⌈2σ⌉+ 1.
4. Computational experiment
Quality of fit is characterized by achieved RMSD of
each protein in a complex (2). The solution is treated as
correct if each protein has RMSD≤ 10 A˚. Every results
is characterized by correct answers ratio
β = Nc
N
,
where Nc is a number of correctly determined protein’s
positions and N is a number of proteins within the com-
plex. Results for simulated annealing method are pre-
sented for following parameters: initial temperature is
100, penalty weight is 1. Results for other parame-
ters were the same for all simulations (data not shown),
which is connected with the quality of the linear solu-
tion described below. Moreover, only RMSD is used
as a scoring function, since the purpose of the current
work is to test the proposed optimization approach, and
RMSD completely represents how precise an obtained
solution is.
Comparison of quality of fit and the objective
function’s value. Results presented in Table (1) for
the complex 1gte show that the highest β corresponds
to the lowest approximate objective value. Moreover,
the SQP and SA methods find a continuous solution,
which gives almost the same objective value as the bi-
nary solution.
Comparison of the methods with the linear
approximation. Table (2) with results for 1e6v,
1gte, 1z5s shows that the highest β was obtained by
simulated annealing and sequential programming ap-
proaches. However, the initial point for both methods
was obtained from the solution of the linear problem
(9), and β for SQP, SA and the linear problem is almost
the same. Hence, correct solutions for these datasets
can be achieved using only the linear approach.
Overall performance. Despite for some complexes
mentioned above the linear approach leads to the cor-
rect solution (and to the correct solution with SQP and
SA), in general it is not true. Moreover, SQP and SA
sometimes make the linear solution even worse, which
can be observed on the following Figure 1, that shows
average β for all complexes and map scores. Therefore,
in these cases fitting to the given map is more important
than arranging proteins’ positions among each other.
SDP Shift SQP SA Linear0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
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Figure 1: Averaged for all complexes and all map
scores β
5. Conclusion
The paper investigates quadratic programming ap-
proach for the problem of determining proteins’ position
inside a complex by its EM density map. The mathe-
matical optimization problem is formulated using over-
lapping of proteins in computed positions between each
other, which forms an overlapping matrix, and with the
given math, which gives a relevance vector.
We tested semidefinite relaxation, spectrum shift
relaxation, sequential quadratic programming as
quadratic programming approaches and simulated an-
nealing and linear approximation for comparison with
quadratic methods. The datasets were formed from
simulated density maps. The best performance was
shown by SQP, SA and linear approximation methods,
which shows the importance of fitting a protein to the
given map rather than looking for the best positions
with relate to other proteins in the complex.
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